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the file which carries all the information you need for exporting and importing between models is available in the plugin. in
order to use the plugin, install the following files to your plugins directory in sketchup: the ; the ; the ;the ;the . 3skeng comes
with installation instructions and a brief manual which you can download here the ifc structural analysis view file is formatted
for optimized import into dlubal rfem or rstab. the data exchange keeps the intelligence of the objects: it means a column, or
a beam is replaced by a similar object in rfem, not only by a group of lines. information about cross-sections and releases that

is contained in 3skeng steelwork is transferred as well. this tool helps you to modify the model in all feasible degrees of
freedom. the speed of the tool allows you show changes and suggestions live in meetings without anyone losing interest! the

tool is intuitive in a way that nearly follows your ideas by itself. use magnetic points for reference or the input of numeric
values in the familiar sketchup way. the "3skeng pipe" allows you to create pipe elements, pipe connections and junction

boxes from the stored data, using the cad-model from within the pipe. using the geometry will allow to generate a model of a
complete pipe system from the 3skeng steelwork entities within your drawing. in addition, the pipe elements are color coded

within the generated model. please note that 3skeng steelwork is not an add-on within 3skeng pipe. the new pipe-module
supports the pipe entities in 1:1 ratio. the 3skeng pipe module is also a separate download. to generate a pipe of any type or

shape it is necessary to define the entities manually.
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3skeng pipe assists you in the design process of conceptual
3d pipeline models. it is the ideal tool for visualizing

conceptual models and the workflow of pipelines and is
perfectly suited for creating pipeline drawings and technical

documentation. with 3skeng pipe you can visualize and
modify the model in all feasible degrees of freedom. the

speed of the tool allows you to show changes and
suggestions live in meetings without anyone losing interest!

due to the 3d-engine and the sketchup-workflow (drag-
drop, snap and hand-drawn) it is easy to create an object

that is even feasible. the tool offers a set of algorithms that
analyze whether the object is feasible to generate or not.
you can change the algorithm if required. the tool has 3d
visualization features like viewport, sun, camera and 3d-
arrows. you have access to the most common standards

(ansi, asme, iso en and jis) and determine the dimensions of
fittings with only a few clicks. due to the 3d-engine and the
sketchup-workflow (drag-drop, snap and hand-drawn) it is

easy to create an object that is even feasible. the tool offers
a set of algorithms that analyze whether the object is
feasible to generate or not. 3skeng pipe tool is for the

professional and has so many tools. with this tool you can
see all of your model in 3d and analyze it or draw it.

designing pipe is the most important part of manufacturing.
and pipe tool supports you from modeling to visualization.
there are a lot of tools that help you to create the perfect

model for visualization, you can generate pipe, panel,
clamp and channel models and more. 5ec8ef588b
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